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GCE A level 1174/01 ENGLISH LITERATURE LT4: Poetry and Drama 2 P.M. TUESDAY, 15 June 2010 1



ADDITIONAL MATERIALS In addition to this examination paper, you will need a 12 page answer book. INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES Answer two questions, one from Section A and one from Section B. INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES Questions in Section A and Section B carry 40 marks. In both Section A and Section B you will be assessed on your ability to: •



articulate creative, informed and relevant responses to literary texts, using appropriate terminology and concepts, and coherent, accurate written expression (AO1)



•



demonstrate detailed critical understanding in analysing the ways in which structure, form and language shape meanings in literary texts (AO2)



•



explore connections and comparisons between different literary texts, informed by interpretations of other readers (AO3)



•



demonstrate understanding of the significance and influence of the contexts in which literary texts are written and received (AO4).



You are reminded that assessment will take into account the quality of written communication used in your answers.
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2 Section A Critical Reading of Poetry Answer one question from this section. Your response must include: • detailed analysis of your poetry set text, including a consideration of relevant contexts and critical readings; • close reference to any one of the unseen extracts of poetry which appear on the following pages. Either, 1.



Explore the ways in which poets use their writing as a vehicle for social commentary.



Or, 2.



Examine the view that much of the pleasure of poetry lies in the challenges it presents to the reader.



Or, 3.



“In claiming that a poem means this or that, it is important to acknowledge that it might also mean something else.” Explore this statement about the importance of ambiguity in poetry.



Or, 4.



“Even in this most serious of the arts, humour has a vital part to play.” Explore this view of poetry.



Or, 5.



To what extent do you agree that religious poetry appeals only to those readers who hold religious beliefs?
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3 1.



In this late-twentieth century poem, Simon Armitage reflects upon the qualities of various kinds of human experience.



It Ain’t What You Do, It’s What It Does To You I have not bummed across America with only a dollar to spare, one pair of busted Levi’s and a bowie knife. I have lived with thieves in Manchester. I have not padded through the Taj Mahal, barefoot, listening to the space between each footfall picking up and putting down its print against the marble floor. But I



03



skimmed flat stones across Black Moss on a day so still I could hear each set of ripples as they crossed. I felt each stone’s inertia spend itself against the water; then sink.
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I have not toyed with a parachute cord while perched on the lip of a light-aircraft; but I held the wobbly head of a boy at the day centre, and stroked his fat hands. And I guess that the tightness in the throat and the tiny cascading sensation somewhere inside us are both part of that sense of something else. That feeling, I mean. Simon Armitage ©Faber and Faber 2001
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4 2.



In this mid-twentieth century poem, W.H.Auden appears to take a light-hearted view of the puzzling nature of love. ‘O tell me the truth about love’ Some say that love’s a little boy, And some say it’s a bird, Some say it makes the world go round, And some say that’s absurd, And when I asked the man next-door, Who looked as if he knew, His wife got very cross indeed, And said it wouldn’t do. Does it look like a pair of pyjamas, Or the ham in a temperance hotel? Does its odour remind one of llamas, Or has it a comforting smell? Is it prickly to touch as a hedge is, Or soft as eiderdown fluff? Is it sharp or quite smooth at the edges? O tell me the truth about love. Our history books refer to it In cryptic little notes, It’s quite a common topic on The Transatlantic boats; I’ve found the subject mentioned in Accounts of suicides, And even seen it scribbled on The backs of railway-guides. Does it howl like a hungry Alsatian, Or boom like a military band? Could one give a first-rate imitation On a saw or a Steinway Grand? Is its singing at parties a riot? Does it only like Classical stuff? Will it stop when one wants to be quiet? O tell me the truth about love. I looked inside the summer-house; It wasn’t over there: I tried the Thames at Maidenhead, And Brighton’s bracing air. I don’t know what the blackbird sang, Or what the tulip said; But it wasn’t in the chicken-run, Or underneath the bed. Can it pull extraordinary faces? Is it usually sick on a swing? Does it spend all its time at the races, Or fiddling with pieces of string? Has it views of its own about money? Does it think Patriotism enough? Are its stories vulgar but funny? O tell me the truth about love. When it comes, will it come without warning Just as I’m picking my nose? Will it knock on my door in the morning, Or tread in the bus on my toes? Will it come like a change in the weather? Will its greeting be courteous or rough? Will it alter my life altogether? O tell me the truth about love.
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W.H.Auden
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5 3.



In this opening section of a longer, early-nineteenth century poem, John Clare celebrates the arrival of Summer.



Extract from “May”
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Come queen of months in company Wi all thy merry minstrelsy The restless cuckoo absent long And twittering swallows chimney song And hedge row crickets notes that run From every bank that fronts the sun And swathy bees about the grass That stops wi every bloom they pass And every minute every hour Keep teazing weeds that wear a flower And toil and childhoods humming joys For there is music in the noise The village childern mad for sport In school times leisure ever short That crick and catch the bouncing ball And run along the church yard wall Capt wi rude figured slabs whose claims In times bad memory hath no names Oft racing round the nookey church Or calling ecchos in the porch And jilting oer the weather cock Viewing wi jealous eyes the clock Oft leaping grave stones leaning hights Uncheckt wi mellancholy sights The green grass swelld in many a heap Where kin and friends and parents sleep Unthinking in their jovial cry That time shall come when they shall lye As lowly and as still as they While other boys above them play Heedless as they do now to know The unconcious dust that lies below The shepherd goes wi happy stride Wi moms long shadow by his side Down the dryd lanes neath blooming may That once was over shoes in clay While martins twitter neath his eves Which he at early morning leaves The driving boy beside his team Will oer the may month beauty dream And cock his hat and turn his eye On flower and tree and deepning skye And oft bursts loud in fits of song And whistles as he reels along John Clare
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6 4.



In this mid-twentieth century poem, Robert Frost meditates upon man’s appreciation of the natural world and, through this, his relationship with God.



A Prayer in Spring Oh, give us pleasure in the flowers today; And give us not to think so far away As the uncertain harvest; keep us here All simply in the springing of the year. Oh, give us pleasure in the orchard white, Like nothing else by day, like ghosts by night; And make us happy in the happy bees, The swarm dilating round the perfect trees. And make us happy in the darting bird That suddenly above the bees is heard, The meteor that thrusts in with needle bill, And off a blossom in mid air stands still. For this is love and nothing else is love, To which it is reserved for God above To sanctify to what far ends he will, But which it only needs that we fulfill. Robert Frost ©Holt McDougal 2002
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In this early-seventeenth century poem, Sir Walter Ralegh considers life from an unusual perspective.



On The Life of Man What is our life? A play of passion, Our mirth the music of division, Our mothers’ wombs the tiring houses be, Where we are dressed for this short comedy, Heaven the judicious sharp spectator is, That sits and marks who still doth act amiss, Our graves that hide us from the searching sun, Are like drawn curtains when the play is done, Thus march we playing to our latest rest, Only we die in earnest, that’s no jest. Sir Walter Ralegh
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8 Section B Shakespeare and Related Drama Answer one question from this section. Each question in this section tests your knowledge and understanding of both your core Shakespeare text (which you have studied in detail) and your partner drama text (studied for wider reading). In your discussion of both texts, your response must include a consideration of relevant contexts and critical readings. King Lear and Oedipus Rex Either, 6.



Explore Shakespeare’s interest in deception in King Lear and show how far your understanding and appreciation of his treatment of this issue have been informed by your reading of Oedipus Rex.



Or, 7.



“Right and wrong, good and evil are never entirely clear or distinct from one another in King Lear.” Consider this view of Shakespeare’s play and show how your ideas have been illuminated by your reading of Oedipus Rex.



Hamlet and The Revenger’s Tragedy Either, 8.



“Bloody and grim as the events are, Shakespeare never forgets the effectiveness of comedy.” In your response to this view of Hamlet, show how your ideas have been influenced by your reading of The Revenger’s Tragedy.



Or, 9.



Examine the dramatic importance of Gertrude and Ophelia in Hamlet. Show how far your appreciation and understanding of their roles have been illuminated by your reading of The Revenger’s Tragedy.



9 Measure for Measure and The Duchess of Malfi Either, 10. “An exploration of tyranny in all its forms.” In your response to this view of Measure for Measure, show how far your ideas have been influenced by your reading of The Duchess of Malfi.



Or, 11. Discuss the roles and importance of female characters in both plays with close analysis of Measure for Measure and comparative reference to The Duchess of Malfi.



The Tempest and Dr Faustus Either, 12. “On balance, the view of human nature which emerges in the play is not particularly optimistic.” Discuss this view of The Tempest with comparative reference to Dr Faustus.



Or, 13. Examine the ways in which Shakespeare makes dramatic use of deception and trickery in The Tempest. Show how far your response to Shakespeare’s techniques has been illuminated by your reading of Dr Faustus.



Richard II and Edward II Either, 14. “Richard II is more tragedy than history play.” Do you agree? Show how your argument has been influenced by your interpretation of Marlowe’s Edward II.



Or 15. “Despite the title, it is better to regard Richard II as a play about a country rather than an individual.” Consider this view of Shakespeare’s play and show how far your ideas have been illuminated by your reading of Edward II.
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